
Uniform expectations in our Academy
Doing our best, all day, every day

Wearing the correct uniform gives a signal to everyone that we are proud to be associated 
with our academy. We understand that rules are necessary and that we conform to them. It 
demonstrates that we have respect for ourselves and our environment and we want to make a 
good impression on everyone we meet. 

When wearing our academy uniform we behave in a way that we can be proud of and is 
respectful of others in the community. Sanctions, including detention, isolation and 
confiscation will be applied where appropriate as per policy.



OIEA Uniform
Acceptable Trousers - Black full length tailored straight leg or 

bootleg trousers

Typically polyester or viscose material, not denim or cotton which fades. 

No Leggings, Lycra, cropped or tight trousers/skinny jeans. 
No external studs or rivets, zips, labels, visible stitching or patch pockets.

  



OIEA Uniform
Unacceptable Trousers

No Leggings, Lycra, cropped or tight trousers. No external studs or rivets, 
zips, labels, visible stitching or patch pockets 
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OIEA Uniform
The following skirts only are permitted in the Academy

Back vent skirt (GSA-BLK) Senior stitch down pleat (GPB-BLK)                   Pencil skirt (GSC-BLK) 

These can only be purchased at Hamilton’s in Ilkeston
or www.trutexdirect.com

 



OIEA Uniform
Acceptable Girls’ shoes – Black leather or leather look shoes

 





OIEA Uniform
Unacceptable Girls’ Shoes

No heels No suede No boots No canvas pumps







No canvas shoes, trainers or boots, no brand logos (Converse, Vans, etc.) 








OIEA Uniform
Acceptable Boys’ shoes – Black leather or leather look shoes
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OIEA Uniform
Unacceptable Boys’ Shoes

No trainers No suede No boots No canvas pumps





No canvas shoes, trainers or boots, no brand logos (Converse, Vans, etc.) 

 





OIEA Uniform
Acceptable Unacceptable

Academy Blazer
Plain white buttoned shirt 

tucked in to trousers or skirt
Black V-neck Jumper



Shirts or blouses with a low 
neckline or collar. Shirts un-tucked.

Cardigans or round necked 
jumpers

 



OIEA Uniform
Acceptable Jewellery

Jewellery to be kept to a minimum (One ring per hand, 
one stud per ear, a wrist watch)





Unacceptable Jewellery
Bracelets
Body piercings, eg studs, rings, bars for nose, 
eyebrows or tongues.



Hairstyles, make up and other clothing




Forbidden in the academy
Extreme hairstyles and colours
Excessive make-up
Caps
Hooded tops
Denim and leather clothing

Bright eye shadow, 
bright lip-stick

No long nails or bright 
nail varnish

Bright unnatural hair colours

No shorter than a No. 1 
cut and no patterns.

Natural shades 
of lipstick and 
eye make up.

Suitable outdoor 
coat
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